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Clemson Moves Forward

Clemson's Official Status
Now Becomes" University"

At 3:34 pm Wednesday, March
11 Gov. Donald S. Russell signed the bill into law which will
change the name of Clemson
College to Clemson University.
This event was the climax of a
long series of steps which had

Library Contest
Deadline Nears
This house which has served as a college residence since before 1900 is being
clear awav to make room for future girl's dormitories. (Photo—Lank}

$1800 SCHOLARSHIP

Clemson Physics Major Awarded
Distinguished Wilson Fellowship
William J. Meggs, a physics CHRONICLE, and was alternate
major from Florence, has been for Clemson's College Bowl
named a winner of a Woodrow team which appeared on teleWilson Fellowship for the first vision in October. He was
year of graduate study begin- awarded the
J.nterchemical
ning next fall. The Woodrow Foundation scholarship two
Wilson Fellowship, one of the years ago.
highest honors to be awarded Last year Meggs was selectto any college student, pays full ed as one of forty students from
tuition and fees plus a stipened throughout the United States to
of $1,800 for one year of grad- participate in the National Aeruate work to the 1,500 students onautics and Space Adminstrawho annually win them. The tion Summer Institute at CoFellowship is given to students lumbia University.
who show serious interest in
college teaching.
January Grad
Meggs, who graduated from
Clemson in January after three
and one-half years of study with
a cumulative grade point ratio i
of 3.97, is now taking graduate
»courses and teaching one calss
in freshman mathematics. Next
fall Meggs plans to begin work|
toward his Ph.D in physics, and
eventually teach on the college
level.
Former Activities
While at Clemson Meggs has
been a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, campus honor fraternity;
Phi Eta Sigma, honorary freshman fraternity; Sigma Pi Sigma, honorary physics fraternity and Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities. During this school year he has been
editorial columnist for THE TIWILLIAM J. MEGGS
GER, a contributor to THE

EASTER SEASON

Contest Features
Eggs And Artists
The annual Egg and Art Contest at Clemson will give expression to one of the earliest
arts known to man, egg decoration, a custom practiced before the birth of Christ. Painting and ornamentation of eggs
receive much attention at Easter.
Effort spent on this embellishment varies from simply dipping eggs into a dye solution to
encrustation with precious metals and jewels. In years past,
royal families exchanged exquisitely jeweled eggs as gifts.
This art form has continued to
be practiced until the present
time.
Adornment of the egg forms
the basis of a unique art exhibit held annually on the Clemson
campus. The
Poultry
Science Club and the South Carolina Poultry Improvement Association jointly sponsor
this
"Egg and Art" exhibition just
before Easter, this year during March 20-22.
Artists are given considerable
leeway in qualifying for this exhibition, says Dr. B. D. Barnett, head of the Clemson poultry science department. Their
are objects must include an egg,
but it does not have to be a
complete natural egg. It can be
used in any manner that the
artist can conceive in developing an art object. Egg shells
have been used in crushed form
to produce a mosiac. Any workable material may be used to
sculpture an egg or to produce
an artificial egg. In one entry,
colored egg shell membranes
were used to form delicate
flowers. The artist may paint a
picture containing an egg or the
paints themselves may contain
eggs. The use of egg as the
vehicle for paint, known as egg
tampera, was used by some of
the old masters in paintings
that are treasured for their impact upon mankind. "The Last
Supper" was done in egg tempera and this technique con, tinues to be used in a limited

way by modern artists
In each of the two years of
the exhibition there have been
nearly a hundred amateur exhibits. Artists compete only with
others of their own age. The
junior division includes persons
up to twelve years of age. The
intermediate division is for
those 12-18 and the senior division is for all over 18 years
of age. Cash prizes are awarded to winners in each of these
divisions in the graphic arts and
for three-dimensional objects,
in 1963 the contest brought to
Clemson the work of artists
from as far away as Beaufort
and Florence. Artists have ranged in age from four to more
(Continued on Page 5)

Previous Winners
Meggs is the third Clemson
student to be awarded a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. Others
who have won the Fellowship
are a physics major, Edwin R.
Jones, 1959, and an English major, Mrs. Ann Haskell, 1960.
According to Sir Hugh Taylor, president of the Woodrow
Wilson National
Fellowship
Foundation, the foundation is
the largest private source of
support for advanced studies in
the liberal arts in North America.
Among the 357 colleges and
universities in the United States
and Canada which produced this
year's
Fellowship
winners,
eighteen institutions claimed
Wilson Fellows for the first
time.
Full Fees Paid
"A Woodrow Wilson Fellow is
granted full tuition and fees for
the first year at the graduate
school of his choice, as well as
a stipend of $1,800 and dependency allowances," Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt, the foundation's national director, said. "For the
first time in the foundation's
history, and as an experiment,
the same living stipends go to
unmarried Fellows and married
Fellows without children. However, $1,000 is added to the stipend when there is one child,
and $250 is added for each additional child."
Winners in the competition
this year were chosen from over
11,000 college seniors, representing a total of 904 colleges
and universities in the United
States and Canada.
Faculty Nominee
"Candidates must be nominated by faculty members and are
screened carefully by regional
and national selection committees, composed of eminent college professors, deans, and presidents," Dr. Rotenhaupt commented, and added, "Our hope
is that students elected as
Woodrow Wilson Fellows will
become college teachers, although the terms of our awards
do not bind them to such rigid
commitments. We request only
that our Fellows seriously consider careers in college teaching."
Since 1957, Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships have been made
possible through grants totalling
$52 million from the Ford
(Continued on Page 4)
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Students v are reminded that
the best private student library
contest sponsored by the Clemson Chapter of the AAUP will
close at midnight Monday, Mar.
16.
This will be last notice prior
to the close of the entry period.
Entries should he postmarked
prior to midnight, or delivered
before that time.
Each entry should list by
number the titles'in each of the
following categories; Fiction,
Reference Books, Textbooks,
Scholarly Periodicals, Non-Fiction, Biography and Autobiography, and Miscellaneous.
After the close of the contest,
all entries will be considered
by the judges and additional
screening will be made, centering on quality, spread and other
items. The winner will be announced at the Honors Day
program May 6th.
Each entry should be accompanied by the following statement, "I hereby certify that the
books entered in this contest are
my own personal property and
constitute all or part of my
private book collection."

to be taken to make the name Sen. Mozingo of Darlington were
thanked for their help in the
change official
passing of this law. In addition,
On Tuesday, February 5, the Gov. Russell thanked all those
state house of representatives who had made this possible and
gave final reading to the bill. A made a short speech in which
friendly court action involving he pointed out that Clemson
Thomas G. Clemson's only heir. was already a University. ,
Capt. C. L. Calhoun, was heard
The two pens that were used
in Anderson on February 28, be
fore Judge J. B. Pruitt. The in the signing of the bill were
given to Dr. Edwards and Bill
state senate gave its final ap- Sykes, accepting on behalf of
proval on Wednesday, March 4 the Clemson Student Body. Dr.
clearing the way for the sign
Edwards thanked the legislature
ing.
and Gov. Russell for this law
A distinguished group of visi and reminded those present of
tors was present for the cere- the contribution of the heir of
mony which followed a luncheon Mr. Clemson. Sykes pointed
given by the Governor. R. M. out that the name change meant
Cooper, J. F. Byrnes, E. A. a great deal to those students
Brown, R. R. Coker, J. C. Self, now at Clemson and stated that
E. O. Lightey, A. M. Quattle- in his experience he had found
baum, Paul Quattlebaum, and a vast majority to be in favor
W. G. McCabe, all members of the change.
of the board of trustees, were
Following the signing the represent.
porters present were allowed to
Representing the Clemson ad- ask questons. Gov. Russell was
ministration were President Ed- asked if he thought that Mr.
wards, Vice President Bryan, Bethea's argument that the
Vice President Wilson, Dean of name change would lead to libthe College Williams, Dean Cox, eralism, was valid. Mr. RusAssistant to the President Metz, sell, former President of USC,
and Director Sherman. The fac- said that perhaps the represenulty was represented by Dr. tative from Dillon had a greater
Gray Dinwiddie, Dr. C. E. knowledge of educational manBordsley, and Mr. W. C. Net- ners than he did but that in
his experience this was not so.
tles.
Alumni President, Harold Risher, Clemson Foundation Presi- President Edwards was asked
dent, P. N. Calhoun, and IPTAY several questions about the adPresident, G. J. Lawhorn, rep- vantages of the name change
resented the alumni. Current and later was asked if he exstudents, Bill Sykes, Student pected the new role of Clemson
body president, Dave Morehead, to duplicate programs at CaroStudent Vice President, Frank
Gentry, Editor of THE TIGER,
and Tommy Hamm, Business
Manager of WSBF, were also
present.
Rep. Breazeal of Pickens, and
Dr. William L. Amminger of
Vienna, Austria, has joined the
Clemson mechanical engineering
faculty as an assistant professor. He is a graduate of the
Technical University of Vienna
and earned the Doctor of
Science degree at Washington
civil engineering staff for sev- University in St. Louis.
eral years and has been active
in the soils and aerial photo- He has seven years experience
grammetry areas.
as project engineer and senior
design engineer with industrial
firms in Germany and Switzerland and has taught for five
years at Washington University.

Faculty Acquires
Qualified Teacher

CE Department Receives
Grant For Methods Study
The department of civil engineering at Clemson College has
been awarded a research contract of $30,000 for a one-year
study of rapid test methods for
field control of highway construction.
This contract with the Highway Research Board of the National Academy of Science, one
of the few such awards given
to institutions in the Southeast,
is a part of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program sponsored by the unified
action of all 50 states.
"Methods for field control and
testing of materials for construction have failed to keep up
with the demands for more
speed," states Dr. Arnold E.
Schwartz, who will direct the
project. "Not only are some of
the testing procedures unnecessarily slow, but they often are
arbitrary and do not measure
the significant properties of the
material being inspected."
The Clemson project will enable the investigators to evaluate present knowledge of testing methods and determine the
means which should be developed in the rapid production of
information needed by engineers
to ascertain whether construction materials are satisfactory
and satisfactorily placed.
Assisting Dr. Schwartz on the
project will be Professor Joseph
P. Rostron and Dr. Joseph H.
Moore, head of the department.
Dr. Schwartz recently joined the
staff at Clemson after completing his doctoral degree at Georgia Institute of Technology. Professor Rostron has been on the

Local Paper
Proffers
Scholarship

All students interested in applying for the Peace Fund Scholarship should submit their applications to Col. A. M. Bloss,
24 Tillman Hall, by April 1,
1964. This scholarship is for five
hundred dollars and is made
on "the basis of literary ability,
satisfactory scholastic achievement, evidence of good character, and a sense of responsibility
for properly reporting the
news." The terms of the award
state that the recipient shall
make satisfactory scholastic
progress and shall provide the
Greenville News with exclusive
coverage of news developments
in the Clemson area and,
as practicable, with special
news feature material.
In addition to the scholarship,
the recipient will be paid by the
Greenville News at its regular
rates for correspondents for any
news or feature material printed
in that newspaper.
The selection committee will
be composed of Mr. E. A. Ramsaur and Mr. Herbert Johnson
of the Greenville News-Piedmont
Company and Dr. C. B. Green
and Professor L. L. Henry of
Clemson.

lina. Dr. Edwards assured the
reporter that Clemson had no
intention of duplicating anyone,
but that we would continue to
develop along our traditional
lines.
The mood was light and jovial
throughout the day and the bit-

ter opposition of Mr. Bethea
was all but forgotten. As the
visitors were filling out one wit
was heard to say, "Well I guess
Clemson is not a Cow College
any more. I suppose we will
have to call it the udder University."

DR. EVELYN DUVALL

Celebrated Sociologist
Lectures In Auditorium
Dr. Evelyn Millis Duvall,
noted sociologist and marriage
counselor, will talk to students,
members of the faculty and
staff, and people of the community in a public meeting on
Tuesday, Mardh 17, and Wednesday, March 18, in the college
auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Dr. Duvall will speak to married student and their wives on each
of these two nights at the YMCA
at 7:00 p.m.
Before March 17, any students
who have questions they would
like to have Dr. Duvall answer
may write out the question and
leave it in a special box for this
purpose which will be in the
dining hall Friday, March 13,
and Monday, March 16. It will
not be necessary to sign a name
to the question which is presented. Also following the talks
which are made in the college
auditorium, Dr. Duvall will be
willing to answer any questions
which one may ask from the
floor.
Books which have been written by Dr. Duvall or on which
she
has
collaborated are:
WHEN YOU MARRY, BEFORE
YOU MARRY, LOVE AND THE
FACTS OF LIFE, .BEING
MARRIED, THE ART OF
DATING. Copies of these books
are at the YMCA and available
to anyone who would like to
check one out to read.
Dr. Duvall is one of the best
qualified persons to speak on
the subejet of "Love and the
Facts of Life" which may be
found at this time. She has, in
addition to writing the books,
been in great demand as a
speaker before college students
and high school groups as well
as parent teachers groups. She
is a B. S. graduate of Syracuse

University, summa cum laud*.
She received a Master of
Science degree at Vanderbilt
University and Ph. D. degree
at the University of Chicago.
She has been a teacher during the summer at the University of Chicago, University
of Tennessee, Indiana University, Florida State University,
and others. She is a fellow of
the American Association of
Marriage Counselors, a fellow
of the American Sociological Association, a life member and
past executive of the National
Council on Family Relations, a
regional consultant with the
American Institute of Family
Relations. She and her husband
write a
syndicated column,
"Let's Explore Your Mind."
Dr. Duvall is brought to the
Clemson campus by the Clemson YMCA and will be here
Tuesday afternoon through
Thursday noon.

DR. EVELYN DUVALL

IN STUDENT SENATE

Dr. Edwards Proposes
Change Of Semester
Clemson president, Dr. Robert C. Edwards, intro-|
duced a proposal for a shifted semester system to the S^^^^kTn'pVvem^ai
Student Senate at the Senate meeting Tuesday, March the entrance to dorms 9 and 10;
3_
and that something be done
about the lack of adequate
According to Dr. Edwards the
parking spaces. Concerning the
new system would involve shift- holidays." He also told the Sen- parking problem, it was stated
ing matriculation for the fall ators that the main problems that the erection of the fence in
semester to August 20, with concerned were the adjusting of the field house parking lot cut
exams coming before the Christ- summer school and ROTC sum- down the already inadequate
number of parking places, and
mas holidays. Second semester mer camp. The proposal would that with the ever increasing
would begin on January 8, with give the same amount of vaca- number of cars on campus it
was mandatory that something
final exams beginning April 29. tion time as before.
Dr. Edwards stated that this In concluding, Dr. Edwards be done about this problem in
program, which would tentative- asked for any Senator's opinions the near future.
ly begin after the fall of 1965, on the subject, and he asked Also under discussion was the
would not go into effect unless that they find out how other lack of coordination of the varithe details could be worked out students felt about the proposed ous clocks on campus. It was
stated that some students have
change.
before that time.
"The primary attribute of this Other topics brought up at the been late to classes because of
system," Dr. Edwards stated, meeting included a proposal by the differences in time. Dennis
"is that it would get rid of the Dennis Crocker, chairman of Crocker moved that Mr. Henry
slack period after the Christmas the Traffic and Grounds Com- Hill be contacted about this
problem, and that a recommendation be made that the clocks
be checked every two weeks.
The Senate welcomed a new
member, Joe Jeffords, as a
sophomore Senator.

Honorary Ranks Bestowed Upon ROTC Dates
To Tune Of Saber Arch During Tonight's "Ball" Dairy

Clemson's Military Ball and
Spring Hop weekend will bring
an influx of girls from nearby
campuses to Clemson as Clemsonites and their dates enjoy
the many activities beginning
with the Military Bail and "The
Ambassadors" from Boone, N.
C, on Friday night.

Clemson weekend. Music for the
dance will include a variety of
instrumentals and favorite hit
tunes. According to Jimmy
Ward, publicity chairman of the
Central Dance Association, the
show will be continuous for the
entire dance. James Brown will
have a variety of support
During the Military Ball, groups, enabling the program to
which will last from 9 p.m. to be uninterrupted.
1 a.m. in the Dining Hall, honorary colonel, sergeant, corpor- Dress for the Military Ball
al, and private titles will be will be regular winter uniforms
given to dates of the ROTC with white shirts and a black
cadets; the freshmen Pershing bow tie for ROTC cadets and
Rifles will form a saber arch dark suits for other students.
for the honorary officers during Dress for the girls is semi-forthe intermission. At the begin- mal. The dance Saturday night
ning of the intermission the is informal.
PR's will give a marching exFinalists' Names
hibition on the quadrangle.
Saturday's Jazz
On Saturday night from 8 until 12 p.m. "James Brown and
the Famous Flames" will rock
the Field House as Clemsomtes
and their dates wind up another

Finalists for Honorary Cadet
Colonel are Miss Lynn Watson,
sponsored by Cdt. Capt. Frederick C. Byrd; Mrs. Celia Moorhead, sponsored by Cdt. Lt. Col.
David Moorhead; Mrs. Vicki
Cox, Cdt. Col. Walter T. Cox;
Miss Patricia Stone, Cdt. Capt.

James Brown In Action

Thomas Risher; Miss Martha
Jacks, Cdt. Capt. William G.
Walsh; Miss Darlene Baker,
Cdt. Maj. John Hasty; Miss Wilmer Chandler, Cdt. Maj. Douglas Richardson; and Miss Myra
Bullock, Cdt. Capt. Harold E.
Sells.

Miss Carol Applegate, sponsored by Cdt. Sgt. Peter E.
Byrd; Miss Margaret McDavid,
sponsored by Cdt. Sgt. Robert
E. Hudson; and Miss Helen McConnell, sponsored by Cdt. Sgt.
Jack Belk are finalists for Honorary Cadet Sergeant, while
Miss Judith Lee Howell, sponsored by Cdt. Robert B. KirkI Patrick; and Miss Sandra Abshier sponsored by Cdt. W. E.
Jennings are candidates for
Honorary Cadet Corporal. Finalists for Honorary Cadet PrivI ate are Miss Judith Ann Parrish sponsored by Cdt. John H.
Price; Miss Betty Anglin, Cdt.
C. W. Smith, Jr.; and Miss

Major
To Receive
Car Wash, Too
Of interest to students and
their date is the Kappa Delta Purina Award

Lynn Spearman, Cdt. Marvin C.
Boling.

Chi pledge class and the Baptist Student Union who are both
sponsoring separate car washes
this weekend. The Kappa Delta
Chi car wash will be held from
11 a.m. until 5 p.m. today and
9 a.m. until 4 p.m. Saturday
beside the 9th dorm. The Baptist Student Union's car wash
will be held today. The proceeds will be used to send Summer Missionaries to several
parts of the world this summer.
Freshmen can obtain parking
permits for parking on Williamson Road in the Traffic Office
above the Loggia. The permits
will be good from 12 noon Friday to 7 a.m. Monday. Prices
for the dances are $3 for Friday night and $4.50 Saturday. A
block ticket is being sold for
$6.50.

Shuler Hiller Houck, Jr., a
dairy science junior from Cameron, has been selected to receive the Ralston Purina
Scholarship Award for 1964-65,
according to an announcement
made in St. Louis by R. C.
Eaton, Director of Public Relations of the Ralston Purina
Company.
The Purina
Scholarship
amounts to $500. It is awarded
each year to an outstanding junior in the land grant colleges
in each of the 50 states, and
in three Canadian agricultural
colleges and one in Puerto Rico.
Winners are selected at each
college by a faculty Scholarship Committee on the basis of
scholarship, leadership, character, ambition in agriculture and
a desire for financial assistance.
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The March Of Progress

And She Threw Hint
With Womanly Wiles
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'Mythical' War On Poverty
Anyone with the slightest concern
for his fellow man will want to do something when faced with an actual example of poverty. To reclaim a life from
the junk heap of time must rank high
on the list of human accomplishments.
Even if no more than one out of a hundred may be saved in this way, it may be
worth it. But does even one percent of
As in all major issues, definitions are those who are kept alive by welfare go
of the greatest importance. Twentieth on to anything better?
In America we are facing second and
century American poverty is quite difthird
generation relief cases. The case
ferent from any other idea of poverty.
of
an
unwed mother, who was raised
Perhaps this is best illustrated by the
on
welfare
by her unwed mother, recases that NEWSWEEK selected for
ceiving
welfare,
is not an invention of
their ^special issue on the subject. One
hard-bitten
old
capitalists;
it exists. The
family of five was subsisting on $240 per
man
who
no
longer
asks
for
but demands
month, another case was that of an old
charity
is
the
one
we
have
to fear.
couple living on social security. They
We
have
heard
of
unemployed
perowned their own home, subscribed to a
sons
who
were
grateful
for
the
first
daily newspaper and had a telephone.
few payments, expected them for the
No doubt these two families have a
remaining weeks and were then very
hard time of it and we can be quite
indignant when they ran out. On the
thankful that we are more fortunate.
other hand we know of a man who took
However, there is no doubt that there
a job which paid less than his relief, just
are towns in other countries where the
to avoid the stigma associated with welrichest inhabitant is not so well off.
fare. This man deserves help whenever
This, of course, does not account for all
he needs it.
of the cases. Poverty, by anyone's
It is a mistake to relieve the stigma
standards, still exists in America.
of welfare. If those who are in poverty
The fact that the definition of pov- are to be helped they must be encourerty has changed indicates that the prob- aged to help themselves. Social pres- JJ
^ OpintOUS
lem is on the way to solution. Most sure is one of the few incentives that
residents of Asia would say that we keep some men looking for a job.
have solved the problem.
The great
This writer has no pat answer to the
economic progress of the United States question. In fact, he is not so sure there
has been responsible for this partial vic- is an answer. However, it seems that
tory and any further progress (if it is the active interest of individuals in other
be ideal for those children
By BILL MEGGS
to be of lasting value) must come from individuals is much to be preferred over
Editorial Columnist
whose
parents are incapable of
this source.
government programs.
Further, it
giving them proper training,
It
is
trivial
to
say
that
tastes
This writer beileves that Mr. Johnson seems that relocation and retraining in literature vary from indi- direction, and supervision.
and his advisors know that this is true programs are better than any other vidual to individual. What one What would be considered a
and that the measures which they pro- remedy. Those who cannot learn, will reader may find disgraceful, bad influence on a twelve-yearpose are at best only stop-gap remedies. not or can not move, or who will not another may enjoy, and a third old, however, is not necessarmay even benefit from. A
Whether or not they can accomplish work for fifty cents when they cannot photograph may be consid- ily bad for a thirty-year-old.
even this purpose is far from a sure get a dollar, form the poor who will ered vulgar by one viewer, The whole population should
wholesome by not be banned from enjoying
thing.
always be with us.
another, and a what, to some people, are
work of^ art by
a third. Sure- works of art.
ly all will
The biggest danger is a posagree that an sible abuse of power by these
i n d i v i dual dictators. If they are segreshould be al- gationists, they could ban any
lowed to de- literature which did not fit
cide for him- their racial views. Possibly
Last week's TIGER contained a let- ed the program schedule because there
self what he they would ban a perfectly
ter from Ted Wheeler, a former Clem- has been no way that Clemson students should read or see.
good book because the author
son student and Editor of the Chronicle. can see the station. It could be that the
In some towns, committees subscribed to religious or poTed is now with the Educational Tele- letter is right that it is the duty of THE have been formd to send litical views which they did
not hold. Photographers might
vision Network in South Carolina. He is TIGER to call this lack to the adminis- spies to business establish- be banned from purchasing a
ments. These spies will gathof the opinion that we are missing a tration's attention. This much we are er all materials being sold of magazine of great technical
very good bet in not taking advantage of doing now.
which they do not approve, value because the female body
thoroughly determine their
ETV.
We do not, however, like the idea of opinion of said materials, and
To quote from the letter, "... On equipping the present sets with the nec- then force their judgment upthe other hand, how many of the stu- essary adapter.. At least this would not onthe unfortunate citizens of
dents at Clemson even realize that be useful in the lounge because the ma- these towns. These dictatorships, it is reported, will opeWNTV channel 29 is on the air? Here jority of the students would never take rate in two ways. First, the
is a cultural opportunity that has never Richard III over Bonanza. If you don't merchants will be asked to
been exploited at Clemson. This is the think so, remember that the night Lin- refrain from selling anything
which the spies find objecTiger's fault, Tom, for not letting the coln center was dedicated all seven of tionable.
If the merchants do
students know about the fine art, music, our sets were turned to old movies.
not cooperate with the spies,
it is reported that legal means
and drama programs now being aired by
A workable solution, in our opinion, will be invoked. We fear that
By HOWIE FISHBEIN
this station. It is perhaps also the TIthe merchants will be powerTiger Columnist
GER'S fault for not bugging the admin- is available and at no cost to the college. less. They will have to sell
I hope TIGER readers, whoIn
room
one
of
the
Physics
building
what the spies tell them they ever you are, will excuse me
istration to have the present TV sets on
campus converted so that more students there are two sets that will pick up can sell. The citizens of these for not writing about the qualnothing but ETV. They are used dur- towns will not be able to pur- ity of food served in the dining
can watch these programs . . ."
chase anything which does not hall, Clemson College becomWe agree that Clemson students are ing the day for freshmen math and then suit the tastes of these dicta- ing something else, or why I
tors.
missing out on a good thing. The pop- are not used at all.
walk around without socks
Some support may be given most of the time, but I think
The college could make these sets
ularity of the Shakespeare play which
to these dictatorships by con- most of these
was produced on campus would seem to available to those who want to watch sidering the effect perverted subjects have
indicate that there would be some in- ETV at night, and we wish they would. literature could have on small been thoroughterest in the "king" plays which are now Vandalism could be a problem, but we children. New York has a ly hashed and >
law that sets a minimum age
- h a s h e d f^H^J •
being presented on the ETV network.
doubt it would exist among those who for purchasers of certain liter- re
enough for the V^/ J~—
Thus far, THE TIGER has not print- want to use these sets.
ature. It seem that this would past few
weeks to satisfy any reader
to the point of ^B ^
"oh, oh, here's smm W,
another one of those" borishness.
The subject of pre-martial
relationships, before the formalized "I do" has been one
of the stigmas placed against
our generation by our "knowrampant acros the land, and ple to believe that all men in ing" elders. Our generation
By STEVE CAPLAN
be.
TIGER Columnist
In all probability, the people they would be continually re- that particular field are the of the floundering-fifties and
All you conservative, coun- that most complain about the elected. People such as back- same way. This is not true.
sex-happy sixties have acceptThe South today can ill af- ed
try bumpkins beware. With- so-called creeping liberalism woods, friend of the people,
this criticism with the same
out your knowledge you are are really worried. Such peo- politicians much prefer a ra- ford the public image put for- attitude they have taken toward
by
some
of
the
men
in
ther
low
education
and
intelliple
are
definitely
opposed
to
being corrupted by a certain
wards everything else said
outside element. Without your anything liberal, whether it be gence level among their con- powerful position*. These few about them—"So what!, it's
knowing it, an element from political, social, or education- stituents. They realize that men give the country and the our lives, and don't give us
north of the Mason-Dixon line al. The opposition to liberal- without this type of person, world the impression that peois trying to infect you with ism is afraid of it. They seem they would soon be out on the ple in the South are ignorant, any of your helpful hints or
uneducated, and unworldly. Dear Abby kind of advice."
to feel that if enough people streets looking for work.
"creeping libThis does not mean that all This could not be any farther
receive a liberal or well-rounde r a 1 i s m."
Granted that this attitude is
ed education, these people politicians are opposed to ed- from the truth. Saying that
This, at least;
not
always the best, but it
will be smart enough to end ucation, far from it. A major- all Southerners are such peois what has
the radical-conservative reign ity would prefer that all of ple is the same as saying that does indicate that we want to
b e e n in thej;
in parts of the South. They their constituents be well-vers- all Northerners or Yankees in find out about life and sex
Southern press
seem to feel that a well-edu- ed in politics, and well-round- the South are trying to infect first hand, and>not by reading
lately.
cated, well-informed, and in- ed in general knowledge of the children of the Southern
According to:
telligent person would be in current local, state, and na- aristocracy with liberalism. Fanny Hill or The Sun Also
certain
facstrong opposition to the nar- tional problems. A well-vers- All this aside, if these people Rises. We want to find out
tions in thelft
row-minded element in power. ed constituency makes for from the North can make us the whys and whereabouts of
south, you"
The attitude of many people better understanding of the realize what kind of leaders everything by ourselves, withshould all be protected. Maybe
it is considered that being in power today seems to be problems that face these rep- we have and their ignorance, out having to be told beforecollege students, you do not that we should have a return resentatives. As always, there they are very worthwhile lishave enough intelligence to de- to the dark ages; ignorance are a few bad apples in every tening to. YANKEES SPEAK hand if we should accept, or
reject all this jazz that is
cide what you are or want to and superstition should run barrel. These often lead peo- FORTH.
Poverty is very much in the news today and no doubt there are many people
who believe that President Johnson's
war on poverty will solve this problem.
At least, there is considerable hope that
this program will be of greater help
than the last and the one before that. It
is unfortunate, but, in this writer's
opinion, it will not work.

Are The Literary Critics
Becoming Literary Gods?

Make ETV Available

is sometimes beautiful and
makes a good subject.
Any censorship is an infringement on the freedom of the
individual to /have his own
tastes and to pursue them. To
dictate what can be read and
what can be seen is to deny
the integrity of the people.
Much progress has been, made
in the field of censorship. It's
not against the law to read
James Joyce any more. Now
it looks like every little mayor
in the world is going to try to
determine the literary tastes
of his people. With luck, this
trend will not spread. If we
are very fortunate, citizens of
such towns will rebel against
these would-be tyrants and
give the individual a freedom
to sell what he can and to buy
and read whatever his heart
desires.

Fish 'n Quips

Pre-marital Sex:
Right Or Wrong?

Political Scene

Educated Electorare Is Hope Of South

i

Notes And Comments

being told to us. Getting back
to our great carnal sin of premartial relationship, it is not
something that can be con-'
demned as totally right or
totally wrong.
The questions that always
arise about this subject are,
is it morally right?, and are
we willing to take the responsibility of committing this act?
In answer to the first question, let's face it, fornication
just for the heck of it with
some girl is wrong. To do it
because it is the thing to do
is wrong also. But to do it
as the highest expression of
one man's emotions with
someone he deeply loves and
plans to marry, this physical
act can't be wrong., Does the
slipping on of a metal ring,
the blessing of a clergyman,
and two words automatically
make it acceptable to society
as a nice way to keep adults
off the streets after dark? In
answer to the question of our
responsibility, with the numerous pills and contraceptive devices now available to the public, the condemned couple can
now prevent any problem that
might become noticeable after
a few months. But if this act
was committed by two people
with the intention to share
their lives together, they
should be willing to accept
their responsibility.
As a final point to this question, the next time you find
yourself in a very casual situation with some girl, try to
remember what Hemingway
said "What is moral is what
you feel good after, what is
immoral is what you feel bad
after."

By JOHN W. COYLE
Associate Editor
I was sitting in the canteen with a friend the other
day, drinking a cup of coffee, and smoking a cigarette
when a young lady of my acquaintance came up to
the table and joined us. The distraught look on her
face made it obvious that something was preying on
her mind. This immediately struck me as unusual for
seldom did anything ever cross her mind, let alone
prey upon it.
Realizing that she wanted me to
ask what the trouble was, I did so.
"Well," she replied, "I just saw
Bob and he reminded me of our date
tomorrow night."
"Oh, well, that doesn't seem to be
anything to be upset about," I said,
attempting to use my most reassuring
manner and to assume the pose of a
confidant as best I could.
"But it's not that simple," she continued. "When
I made the date with Bob, I forgot that tomorrownight is my sorority's judo instruction night and I just
hate to miss the lesson. When I told Bob, he got mad
and said.a,few things, and then I got mad and said a
few things too, By the time we were finished talkt,
ing, we both had said'quite a few things."
"These things do happen," I told ,her. "You'll
both get a good laugh over this some day."
"But I did something rathe£ rash. When he saicLhe couldn't under stand, why girls took up such mannish pursuits and that women were becoming mor»
masculine every day and that I was nothing but a
twenty-year-old Tomboy, I flipped him over my shoulder and he landed in a bush by the chemistry building. I just get so tired of you men accusing women of
losing their femininity,"
Realizing that tact was called for under thesecircumstances, I sympathized with her, not wishing
to arouse her ire with some indiscreet comment concerning her femininity or the femininity of women in
general.
My companion, who had been quiet up till now,
threw caution to the winds and took up Bob's defense
in his absence.
Claiming agreement with Bob'i1
thesis, he punctuated1 his comments with a reference
to the Clemson Athletic Association tee-shirt that the
sweet young thing Was wearing.
Bristling, she rose from her chair, flexing her
muscles, and clamored indignantly and rather disjointedly in a surprisingly deep voice, "It's none of
your business and I don't appreciate your opinions.
What would you know of masculinity anyway? I'll
bet you don't even know anything about judo!"
My slow-witted friend shook his head meekly,
whereupon the S.Y.T., with the grace of an orangutan,
grabbed? him by the arm and flipped him over her
shoulder into the jukebox.
"I'll bet that he won't make any more disparaging
remarks about American womanhood in the future. I
guess I've proved my point to him," she said, eyeballing me. in a semi-menacing way.
"You certainly did," I said in my most affirmative
manner. "Serves the rascal right for not recognizing
the inate sweetness of American girls," I concluded
obsequiously.
"You know we girls have been taking things like,
this for a long time without putting up a fight because* i
we haven't been organized. What we oughta do is
organize arid give judo lessons to all girls. Then men
couldn't dare act up or we'd quickly show them who's;
boss. Men would soon recognize how delicate and
sweet we are then."
She then rose from her chair, explaining that she.'
just had to be going. Not wishing to detain her but
wanting to conceal my relief at the prospect of her departing, I offered .to buy her a cup of coffee before she:
left.
. .
Fortunately she declined, saying that she was late.and had to join some of her girl friends. It seems that
two days a week, she and sorne of her girl friends lift
weights.
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Duke Represents ACC Tonight
DUKC'5 1964- ACC CHAMPION &LU£ PEVILS

■

FRESH PROM 3 COWPERCMCE TOUPKNAMGWT
VIMS , ARC SAID TO OE THG STRONGEST THAW
By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Editor
Seven Seniors Bow Out
Last Friday Clemson finished out their basketball
season with a very poor showing against Wake Forest,
'The Deacons drubbed the Tigers 86-64 in the semifinal round of the A.C.C. tourney in Raleigh. But it
really wasn't that close. Clemson got behind fast—12
poijits at the half—as they played one of their worst
games ever. The Deacons just excelled in every.phase
of the game; their fast break was devastating, their
regular offensive patterns led to short, clear shots —
sometimes even layups, and their defense left us with
•only long shots, or an occasional hurried short one.

OP 'ftOUNDBAUERS" THE CONFERENCE I4A% EV£H
PftODUCtD . DUKE WILL R(OE THEIft WAVES of
DEPTH IN) RESERVES IN
5EEKIMG TH£
NCAA. CHAMPIONSHIP.

But the Tigers finished over the .500 mark for the
first time in 12 seasons with a final 13-12 won and lost
tally. And they had picked up an opening round tourney win over Maryland the day before; only the second time in 11 tournaments that Clemson has managed
to win a first round game. Seven seniors have ended
their careers: Mike Bohonak, Jim Brennan, Gary Burnisky, Donnie Mahaffey, Nick Milasnovich, Woody
Morgan, and Manning Privette. They have brought us
some fine basketball performances over the past four
years; their 17-2 record as freshmert, their opening win
over U.N.C. here this year, their last second victory over
Wake here last year. But the best memory of all will
' be ■ the tourney their sophomore year when they
smashed State's nationally ranked Wolfpack in the first
game 67-46, upset Duke's 6th ranked Blue Devils 77-72
after trailing 25-12 in the first half, and finally lost out
in the final's, after playing quite a game, to Wake Forest by a 77-66 score. That season the Deacons, led by
Leri Chappell and Billy Packer, went on in the N.C.A.A.
playoffs to finish 3rd nationally.
Duke, or Texas Western, or ...
, Saturday night Duke showed their power in overwhelming Wake Forest for the championship 80-59.
They also won the right to carry the A.C.C. banner into
N.C.A.A. play, and our conference couldn't have a better representative. Duke should take the Eastern regional, with Villanova the only team to give them any
trouble. The Midwest has three top teams in it; Kentucky, Michigan, and Loyola of Chicago. We'll pick
Kentucky to finish on top of the heap there. In the
Midwest Texas Western looks like the best with Wichita as the only team to possibly upset them. Out in the
Far West we'll take San Francisco to upset TJ.C.L.A.
if Oregon State doesn't. In Kansas City? Well, Duke
will take it all this year like they should have last season. Texas Western could pull the big upset if they get
to Kansas City, however.
A Humble "Thank You" from Noe
U.S.C. continues to make a mire out of'their basketball "situation." They have finally offered Frank McGuire the job publicly; wouldn't it be funny if he
turned it down? Poor Dwane Morrison is getting the
worst of it, just as Noe did. And from the mailbox, a
faumble "thank you" from Chuck.
"Dear Fred,
A sincere "Thank you" for your very flattering
article about me in your Feb. 7th issue.

-..% ~-u"*.

The 1964 edition of the Clemson College tennis team opens
its season next Friday here at
Clemson as the Tiger netters
take on a good Maryland Terrapin team. The Tigers beat the
Terps at College Park last year
5-4 to nose out Maryland for
the number two spot in the
ACC behind North Carolina.
Last year Clemson compiled
an outstanding 13-2 record and
finished second in the ACC
tournament behind UNC in addition to copping the State
Intercollogiate Championship for an unprecendented second time. For the past two
seasons Clemson has had an
27-3 record, while finishing in
second place in the ACC both
times.

This years squad is composed
of four seniors, Doug Stewart,
Malloy Evans, (captain) Dick
Pregnall, and Fred Craft, two
juniors, Ed Crow and James
Ledbetter, and one sophomre,
Tom Long. Clemson should be
strong as they lost no one from
I have a great deal of respect for Clemson College last year and are strengthened
an<£ its policies—for Frank Howard and his truthful
bluntness and courage and for the administration, student body, and alumni.
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"Our Last Scrimmage
Was The Best By Far"
By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sportswriter
The football Tigers are heading down the last mile of spring
football practice. Four weeks of
practice find the Tigers only a
little over one week away from
the completion of spring practice 1964.
Coach Frank Howard fairly
reviewed last week's practices
when he said, "Well, we did
bout the same thing we been
doing and the same things we
gonna do." Howard could never
have been more right as the
Tigers continued to drill on fundamentals along with their regular intrasquad scrimmage on
Saturday. Howard agreed with
observers that last Saturday's
scrimmage was the' most successful of the Saturday games
yet. Howard said, "Yea, it was
the best scrimmage by far. All
the boys were trying hard and
we got a lot done. Of course,
we still got a long way to go.
The boys look good playing
among themselves, but we ain't

got none of them games scheduled for next year. Georgia
Tech don't play like the 3rd or
4th team."
Howard
commented on
some of the boys that showed
up well in the last scrimmage. He said, "Son, it's
about the same boys each
week that play well. I think
"ole" Davis (Hal) is really
coming around. He looked like
a sophomore again. We could
use some more guards and
ends, but we ain't on our
knees begging just yet. I think
that boy, what's his name, ah
. . .oh yea, Hostetler. That's
Hoss Hostetler, boy. He looked
real good on offense and defense Saturday."
Plans for next week are along
the same lines that Howard has
been following for years. "The
main thing in this game," said
Howard, "is work and we gonna get plenty of that before
practice ends. It takes a long
time to get a boy prepared to
(Continued on Page 5)

Tigs Off To Tomorrow's
ACC Indoor Track Meet
The A. C. C. indoor track
meet at the University of North
Carolina gets under way early
tomorrow morning and lasts late
into the night.
Head track coach Pee Wee
Greenfield has announced his
entries in the meet. In the varsity division, Coach Greenfield
has Jimmy Wynn, Carl Poole,
Jack Shaw, and Ed Pool all
running the 60 yard dash.
In the 60 yard low hurdles
will be Wynn, Shaw, Linwood
O'Cain, and Creighton Alexander. O'Cain and Alexander will
also participate in the 7u yard
The Tigers will be represented in the 600 yard run by Cecil
Huey, Douglas Adams, and
high hurdles.
Hayes Cone.
Richard Townes, Joe Luzzi,
Andy Evans, and Terry Rosfeld

will all run in the 880 yard
dash. These same four boys
will make-up the two mile relay
team.
E. J. Drown will compete in
both the mile and two mile runs.
COach Greenfield has narrowed
his choice for the four spots on
the mile relay team to 5 boys.
They are Jimmy Wynn, Douglas
Adams, Cecil Huey, Hays Cone,
and Jack Shaw.
Ed Sutter, Nelson McLoughlin,
and Dick Dobbs comprise the
Tigers' entry in the shot put.
Avery Nelson, Carter Leland,
Jimmy Wynn, and Carl Poole
will all broad jump. Nelson is
the sole Tiger entry in the high
jump.
John Harrison and recordbreaking Bill Jackson will pole
vault for the team.
(Continued on Page 4)

THE NEW HUE IN EAGLE BUTTON-DOWNS:
Netters To Win Most
FORESEEABLE FUCHSIA >
Of Rugged Schedule IOOKS pinkfdoesn't it? * We chose the name for this color from among the entries in our recent

Yes I worked hard! Tried hard! Motivated hard!
-+and gave inches grudgingly! But is there any other
way to pursue the endeavors of life? At least if you
fail; without reservation you can say that every drop
of blood was given, and we can ask no more.

Clearance Sale
Now in Progress

The Duke Blue Devils waltzed into their second straight
ACC title with a sound 80-59
thrashing of second seeded
Wake Forest. Duke will now
compete in the Eastern Regionals along with which will be
conducted at Reynolds Coliseum
in Raleigh, N. C, beginning tonight.
Clemson's sizzling sophs of
1960-1961 closed out their careers with the best record ever in tournament play by a
Clemson team.
The team,
composed of Gary Burnisky,
Jim Brennan, Donnie MaHaffey, Mike Bohonak, Nick Milasnovich, and Manning, had
three wins against three losses in three years of tournament play. Only once did they
lose in the first round, while
advancing as far as the finals
in 1961.
This year the Tigers advanced to the semi-finals with a 8167 victory over Maryland. Nick
Milasnovich was the surprise of
the game as he pumped in 30
points to lead all scorers. Jim
Brennan continued his fine playmaking besides
making
14
points. Gary Burnisky with 15
and Mike Bohonak with 11 were
other Tigers in double figures.
As an added sidelight, Donnie
MaHaffey became the all-time
leading rebounder at Clemson
by snaring 10 rebounds for the
game. Tommy MaHaffey, Donnie's brother, was the replaced
rebounding leader.
In the semi-final, Clemson
was pitted against Wake Forest. Clemson was cold and absorbed an 86-64 defeat at the
hands of the
cool
moving
Deacs. Brennan's 19
points
was the only offensive threat
posed by the Tigers although
Donnie MaHaffey had 13 rebounds and 12 points.
The Tigers ended their season
with a 13-12 won-loss record.
This was the first winning year
for a Clemson basketball team
since 1952. Hats off to the six
graduating seniors who brought
many fine moments of basket
ball to Tiger fans. And by the
way, there's one
of a good
freshman team coming up.

HOWARD PRAISES TEAM:

27-3 LAST 2 SEASONS

In all my coaching career I have had many nice
things written about me, but none such as that which
.'came from the typewriter of sports editor of the hated
rivals. This actually puts your paper above those elsewhere, and when you can look over the top of their
The Tiger netters are coached
heads instead of down among the muck of the small by Duane Bruley now in his secpeople, this makes you and your paper a lot bigger ond year as head of the Benk
gals. Last season Coach Bruley
than the would-be critics.
saw his men defeat such formActually, Fred, I have a great deal of respect for idable foes as Duke, Harvard
(twice), The Citadel, Alabama,
Clemson College (University?) for as you know I spent Georgia, Maryland, Virginia,
7 years at a similar institution (Va. Tech) in Virginia. Amherst and poor South Carolina who failed to win even a
Sure we had our own private war twice a year, but game the entire match! ! The
Tigers lost to North Carolina
on each and every other occasion, I must admit that I for the second straight year and
pulled very hard for the Clemson Tigers. Sort of a close 5-4 decision to Presbyterian.
South Carolina vs. the world!

; Perhaps it is true. I could not lick them in Columbia,,' but this doesn't mean I have to join them. My
bluntness could have been my undoing, but if such is
the ;case I am glad.
'Really enjoyed chatting with you, and if there is
anything that beats winning, let me know. Please
don!t get old looking for a substitute.
Sincerely,
Chuck Noe"

Tigs Win One
Lose One
In Tourney
By BILL LINN

by the addition of Long. In addition to these "regulars," Harry Frampton will fill in when
needed and Steve Scheer will
be the manager.
The 1964 schedule is the
toughest Clemson has ever had.
After Maryland the Tigers will
meet Indiana, Florida State
(twice), Florida, Rollins, Harvard (twice), Georgia Tech, The
Citadel, PC, Georgia, Duke, Furman, Wake Forest, N. C. State,
South Carolina, Virginia, and
North Carolina: Over the Easter holidays, the Tigers will travel to Florida to meet Florida
State, Florida, and Rollins. This
road trip will be a real test for
the Tigers!

J competition for new color-names because of its aptness: we predict great things. Remember you
heard it here first. * What makes our solid pink new is that it isn't solid pink: the vertical yarn
(or warp) is somewhere between a Robert Shaw Coral and a Lawsy Miss Scarlet; whereas the
horizontal yarn (or woof) is a sort of 'Enry Tggins Just You White. * Thus creating an illusion,
but of the finest oxford cloth all the same; with button cuffs and our dear, old bulgy collar, about
$7.00. If you don't know where to buy this and other Eagle Shirts in your town, please write Miss
Afflerbach who does; at the address below.
"Use your imagination; this paper doesn't print in pink.

© 1964, EAGLE SHIRTMAKERS, QUAKERTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

As of this writing the 1964
lineup is undecided. However, it
should be similar to last years
which had Doug Stewart at No.
1, Malloy Evans at No. 2, Ed
Crow at No. 3, James Ledbetter at No. 4, Dick Pregnall at
No. 5, and Fred Craft at No.
6. Tom Long is expected to
break into the lineup possibly
into the top three. The doubles
line up is just about set with
Evans and Stewart at No. 1,
Crow and Long ajt~No. 2, and
Craft and Pregnall at No. 3.
All matches will be played
on the varsity courts behind the
field house and will start at
2:00 p.m. with the exceptions of
the two Harvard matches which
start at 1:00 p.m. Students are
urged to support the netters.
Bleachers have been erected and
it will be an enjoyable afternoon, especially the No. 3 doubles match.

ALEXANDER DRUG CO.
Your Walgreen Agency

Clemson

College Ave.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

"THE TIGER"
It Available At Alexander Drug Co.

EAGLE SHIRTS ARE AVAILABLE AT

Belk- Simpson s Saxon Shop
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To Someone Somewhere

By JOHN FOWLER,
Tiger Feature Editor
Beyond the hatemonger's gate,
Past the last outpost,
Borne to eternity's brim
We knew silence.

Boys And Girls Are Different
Two For The Money

What was mingling of our blood
On those dry misty evenings was
I am sure
Separate parts of a fugue
Keeping their identity
Yet mixing and swirling up in our space
To form more than the parts' sum.
i
Yet it was fantasia of silence, a wordless symphony
bending and weaving over its instruments
Soundless
Completely Holy
Indeed that dream fled not too soon
Not fled but lady you know
ended.
How very good
I maintain to lose
A Love and a President on the same day
If one must lose them both,
My double mourning reason disguised
By this man's death.

Some people go to ballgames for fun. Some people have
kids. But twins? Odds are (but slightly) that both are boys.

TIGS

(Continued from Page 3)
In a separate freshman division Coach Greenfield will
have a number of boys entered.
In the 60 yard dash, Raymond
The skies were clear and the smallest things
Nesbill, Bill Manos and Richard Greene will be competing
Perceptively clear
- The 70 yard high and low hurThat last morning my heart danced with Wordsworth's dles
will both be run by Nesbitt
daffodils.
and Ronald Porter.
Bill Manos, Richard Greene,
"Up, up, it's time for May!"
and John Byers will all run
When from the bookshelves of my insides
the half mile.
I looked out and asked absurdly
Entrants in the mile run are
Terry Gibbons, Robert Tindall,
"Is it?"
and Jimmy Sammons.
Richard Greene, Bill Manos.
So it was that my heart began
Jimmy Sammons, and Raymond
So it was that my heart began
Nesbitt will make up the mile
relay team.
softly to sing
Mike Kasha and Tyrone Gray
this mourning song.
are entered in both the high
jump and broad jump.
Entered in the shot put will
be Ranee Mack, Greg Benz, and
Charlie Reese.
The meet, as the name implies, will be held to determine
the individual and team championships for the A. C. C. indoor
season.
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CLEMSON
(Continued from Page 1)
Foundation.
More than twenty-four fields
of study, mostly in the humanities and social sciences, are
represented by this year's winners. Those in mathematics
and natural sciences represent
one-fifth of the total. The winners, of whom twenty-seven
percent are women, are expected to be enrolled in over 80
different graduate schools in
this country and Canada.

Honorable Mentions
The Foundation accorded Honorable Mention Awards to 1216
students in this year's competition. "The financial resources
at our disposal are not unlimited," Dr. Rosenhaupt pointed
out, "and it is, therefore, impossible to award Fellowships
to all deserviing candidates. In
order that those receiving Honorable Mention commendations
may be considered for alternate
awards from universities and
other sources, a list of their
names, fields of study, and
their undergraduate colleges
J. H. Couch, Clemson asso- has been sent to the deans of
ciate professor of industrial §n-[ graduate schools in the United
gineering, has been awarded States and Canada."
an American Welding Society Among the Woodrow Wilson
1964 Meritorious Certificate for Fellows elected this year are:
the Central Atlantic District. two sets of twins, the grandson
The AWS Award is given each of Joyce Kilmer, several mothyear in recognition of outstand- ers with three or more children,
ing service. It is based on the numerous multi-linguists, and
candidate's counsel, loyalty and several published composers
devotion to Society affairs, his and poets.
assistance in promoting cor- Since the Fellowship program
dial relations with industry and began, the Foundation has
other organizations, and < his awarded a total of 10,000 Woodcontribution of time and effort row Wilson Fellowships, includto education in the welding ing those announced today,
fields.
day.

If you're a boy, the chances
are greater that you'll have
superior intelligence, be taller,
and that more of your sex will
be born every year than girls.
Girls, on the other hand, generally have a vocabulary that
exceeds yours, grow more quickly, and outlive you.
These, and other differences
between boys and girls, are no
longer a matter for conjecture—
science, sociologists, marketing
experts and a host of modern
investigators have statistics that
prove there is indeed a difference, and a big one.
Science, according to Basic
Psychology by Leonard Carmichael, has proof that the difference between boys and girls
starts with their chromosomes—
the particles in human cells that
determine heredity. In boy cells
there is an "X" chromosome
and a "Y" chromosome. Girl
cells have two "X" chromosome, no "Y".
Just how significant a part
these differing chromosomes
play in the psychological
make-up of boys and girls is
undetermined. Many arguments would seem to prove
that environment has a lot to
do with what boys and girls
are like. However, it is a fact
that boy chimpanzees, who
suffer little from human behavioral pressures, are more
aggressive than, and not so
"good" as girl chimps. Boy

chimps run away more readily, while the gals are more
willing to work with their
hands, use a needle and
thread, and wear clothes.
Studies made by marketing
experts show the same tendencies in boys and girls — such
strong tendencies in fact, that a
major consumer product campaign was based on tha information.
"When Colgate-Palmolive set
out to produce an exclusive
product, "for boys only", that
would help fight acne pimples,
their motivation stemmed from
research that indicated that
other companies had not fully
capitalized on the young male
market because boys equated
these companies' products with
girls' cosmetics — and were re
luctant to use them! As a re
suit, Colgate developed "Tackle", a new medicated clear gel
acne preparation product that is
applied like an after-shave,
labelel it "for young men only"
—and it has enjoyed a tremendous acceptance by male teenagers.
Further backing for those who
claim that the difference between boys and girls is more
than physiological comes from
anthropologists who, in one
study involving 224 primitive
tribes, found that warfare, metal
working, priesthood and the so
called learned professions such
as astrology, belonged almost

exclusively to the males of each
tribe. Women did 90 per cent
of the cooking, most of the pottery making, and other strictly
domestic chores.
Women, of course, have long
argued that lack of equal opportunity accounts for many
of the differences between the
sexes. But it is a scientific
fact that girls do mature physically more quickly than boys
—girls' bones harden sooner,
they often walk and talk
earlier, they have larger vocabularies from childhood on.
They have teeth sooner, too,
are 3/4 of an inch taller than
boys usually are at 13, and
use longer sentences than
males of the same age. (So
maybe there is good reason
for that overworked joke
about women talking too
much!)
On the other hand, the fullgrown male on an average winds
up taller than a girl of the
same heredity and background,
and one famous study of boys
and girls seems to prove that a
man has a greater chance of
being a genius than a girl has.
The study was conducted by
Lewis M. Herman of Stanford
University. Some 1,500 children selected for an investigation (equal proportions male
and female) yielded 120 boys
with an I. Q. of 132 or over for
every 100 girls with the same
intelligence.
However, before swelled heads
"row in the male department,

other statistics show a difference between the sexes tend
also to show that they are equal
in the long run.
An Englishman statistician,
Karl Pearson, claims he has
evidence to support his theory
that not only are there more
superior male children, but
that there are also more boys
in institutions for the feebleminded than there ar egirls.
And if more boys are born
annually than girls—in the U. S.
it is 105.5 boys for every 100
girls—it is a fact that 27 per
cent more boy babies die than
infants of the female gender.
Furthermore, more than two
thirds of all suicides in America are men!
On the other hand, girls may
be more accident prone; in one
survey, women taxi drivers who
covered equal mileage with
meu taxi drivers proved to have
one third more accidents.
v
The pro's and con's of equalitybetween the sexes could go on
te length—with each scientific
investigation revealing its own
particular thesis — however,
when you add up the Colgate
"Tackle" product concept, based
on boy's determination to be
boys only, and the anthropologists' study of prmitive tribes
where girls seemed determine
to be girls only, the conclusion
one comes to is that equal, or
unequal, boys and girls sure are
different. And, as the French
enthusiastically proclaim, "Vive
la difference!"

Ancient Beach House
Makes Fallout Shelter

Couch Wins Award
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SUMMER SHIRTS

$1.98 & $2.98
BERMUDA

SHORTS

$3.98

JUDGE KELLER

By BILL ANDERSON
Tiger Feature Writer
Surrounded by sand dunes and
wildwood, an almost forgotten
Spanish mansion is tarnished by
the salty winds of the Atlantic
Ocean. Located opposite Brookgreen Gardens, this huge mansion—frequently called "the castle"—fulfilled the dream of Archer Milton Huntington upon its
completion in 1940.
Artist Huntington and his
sculptress wife, Anna Hyatt
Huntington, began planning
their "castle in Spain" which
was to be constructed on three
hundred acres of land on the
sandy coast of South Carolina
late in 1938. After several
months of careful thought, the
plans were put into effect and
the Huntington castle became
more than an abstract dream.
"Atalaya", which is Spanish
for watch tower is an exact
replica of one seen by Mr.
Huntington on a childhood visit
to Spain. These watch towers or
forts were built by the Spanish
at intervals along the coast.
This was a very efficient means
of protection against their enemies.
The gigantic mansion has forty rooms. Fireplaces had to be
built in every room to keep it
sufficiently heated. During the
Huntington's residence there,
fires were kept constantly burning by a manservant hired for
this purpose. However, even
with the continuing glow of
fires, the Spanish monstrosity
became too cold for Mr. Huntington who suffered from rheumatism and arthritis. He therefore was forced to leave and
never came back to reside in
"Atalaya."

On the ground floor is an artist's studio which consumes,
for the most part, one wing of
the castle. At one time, the
working place of the Huntingtons, this studio is now used as,
an art classroom by Mr. R. Q.
MacFarlan, the present interested resident and caretaker.
The studio was mostly used as
Mrs. Huntington's workshop.
Here she would create some of
her beautiful sculpture which
now is in Brookgreen Gardens.
Mrs. Huntington was also very
fond of horses and therefore had
a small corral built adjacent to
her studio. A large door could
be opened at the far end and
a horse would pose for Mrs.
Huntington. She was extremely
interested in horses and collected quite a large number. During World War II Mrs. Huntington's favorite horses were used
by the U. S. to patrol the
beaches.
'
Rumors have been spread that
state the rear entrance of
Brookgreen Gardens was used
as a refueling port for Nazi
Submarines. Mr. MacFarlan
stated that the river is far too
shallow and that it would be
impossible for a submarine to
refuel in these waters. Another
rumor asserted that Brookgreen
Gardens was used as a supply
station for the Nazi Government. This is undoubtedly untrue because Mr. Huntington
turned all of this land including their Spanish home over to
the United States Government
during World War II.
Ironically, though this castle
was built more than twenty
years ago, it is now qualified
as an A-l fallout shelter.

John Lauritzen wanted further knowledge

ao further L
He's finding it at Western Electric
When the University of Nevada awarded John
Lauritzen his B.S.E.E. in 1961, it was only the first
big step in the learning program he envisions for
himself. This led him to Western Electric. For WE
agrees that ever-increasing knowledge is essential to the development of its engineers—and is
helping John in furthering his education.
John attended one of Western Electric's three
Graduate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with honors. Now, through the Company-paid
Tuition Refund Plan, John is working toward his
Master's in Industrial Management at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute. He is currently a planning
engineer developing test equipment for the Bell
System's revolutionary electronic telephone switch-

Slacks by

FARAH

Only *598 - so, get several pairs!

ing system.
if you set the highest standards for yourseff, both
educationally and professionally, we should talk.
Western Electrifc's vast communications job as
manufacturing unit of the Bell System provides
many opportunities for fast-moving careers for
electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers,
as well as for physical science, liberal arts and
business majors. Get your copy of the Western
Electric Career Opportunities booklet from your
Placement Officer. Or write: Western Electric
Company, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, New York
38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a personal
interview when the Bell System recruiting team
visits your campus.

Western Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OP THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ITURING

CO

PASO, TEXAS

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities ■ Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.-Teletype Corp., Skokie, III., Little Rock, Ark. • Gen. Hq., 195 Broadway, New York

8IC is the world's finest
writing instrument-writes
on and on-yet it costs only
19C. Only BIC is guaranteed* to write first time
every time. BIC's "Dyamite"
Bali Point is the hardest
metal made by man. Get a BIC, now at
your campus store. BIC "Crystal" 19*.
BIC pens available with blue, red, green,
and black ink. Made in U.SA. *For replacement send pen to:
WATERMAN-B1C PEN CORP., MILF0RD, CONN.

%(BiC)

How much do you know about Latin
America? About the Alliance for Progress? Are Yanquis to' blame for Latinos'
shortcomings? What does the MoscowPeking split mean to Lima, Caracas,
Managua? Can fre^e enterprise cope
with the staggering problems of Latin
America?
These are some of the questions that
TIME'S Special Correspondent John
Scott set out last summer to answer
firsthand. "How Much Progress?" is
the result-a 140-page report to
TIME'S publisher. It is the twelfth in
a series of annual studies Scott has
been making for TIME, analyzing major
political, economic and social developments throughout the world.
-How Much Progress?"-also includes a
comprehensive bibliography and comparative tables on Latin American population, GNP, exports, prices, monetary stability, U.S. investments, and
food production.
A copy of Scott's report on Latin America is available to students and educators at $1.00 to cover postage and
handling. Write
TIME Special Report
Box 870, Rockefeller Center
New York, N.Y. 10020

A 140-PAGE
pr-pQcjT
rKtTAKtU rUK
TIME'S PUBLISHER.
|<j AVAILABLE
T0

COLLEGE
STUDENTS AND
EDUCATORS

L
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YMCA Members Assume Office
Ken Stovall, a junior in industrial management from Clayton, Ga., was elected as president of the YMCA Sunday,
March 8. Elected along with
Stovall was Larry Preston, a
junior majoring in civil engineering from Columbus, Ga., os
the vice-president, and Sandra
Cochran, a junior majoring in
arts and sciences from Clemson
as the secretary. These students

Phi Eta Sigma
Offers Prizes

The Phi Eta Sigma is offering
two prizes, each worth approximately $25.00, to freshmen
making the highest scores on
tests given in mathematics and
English. A savings bond or a
set of books will be awarded
to the high-scoring freshmen on
Honors and Awards Day to be
held in May.
The English test will be held
in room 306 of the English Building on March 17. Students will
be graded on the effectiveness
of their writing, and their knowledge of grammar and literature. All first and second
semester freshmen are eligible
to take the test.

The math test will be given
March 24, in room 101 of Math
Building. The test is designed
to show general mathematical
ability, and students taking the
test will not need a specialized
background in math. No questions beyond the scope of Math
105 will be included.
According to "Phi Eta Sigma
president Keys Lewis, 'We urge
all interested freshmen to try
their hands at these tests. The
tests are designed to show overall ability, and not a mere
specialized knowledge of the
subjects."
All initates of Phi Eta Sigma
must take one of the two tests.

OUR
(Continued from Page 3)
play good football."
jyhen asked about the large
number of injured players on
the squad, Howard answered;
"Son," he said, "I just don't
think that it's right to say that
so and so got hurt while another boy is out there working
up a good healthy sweat and
not getting his name in the paper."
"Our punting game," said
Howard, "will show a real improvement. We got two freshmen, Barfield (Don) and Logan
(Jimmy) who can kick the ball
pretty good, and we got Mauldin (Hugh) back also." "The
scrimmage tomorrow," said
Howard, "will be just like last
Saturday's. We'll pass and run
and sweat some and try to get
the team rolling smoothly, that's
all. That's enough ain't it."
Top line, left to right: Mrs. W. T. Cox for Cadet Col. W. T. Cox, III, Brigade
Cmdr.; Miss Elaine Gibson for Cadet Lt. Col. M. R. Prater, Brigade Ex. O.;
(2nd line) Miss Louise Folk for Cadet Maj. D. A. Mauney, Brigade S-U Miss
Patsy Rolfe for Cadet Maj. R. D. Walden, Brigade S-3; Miss Darlene Baker
for Cadet Maj. L. J. Hasty, Brigade S-4; Miss Marlene Siegman for Cadet Maj.
J. W. Miley, Brigade PIO; Mrs. D. W. Moorhead for Cadet Lt. Col. D. W.
Moorhead, 1st Battn. Cmdr.; (3rd line) Miss Vicki Allen for Cadet Lt Col.
C. L. Wehunt, 2nd Battn. Cmdr.; Miss Rita Eldridge for Cadet Lt. Col. F. W.
Vandiver, Jr., 3rd Battn. Cmdr.; Miss Martha Jacks for Cadet Capt. W. G.
Walsh, Band Co. Cmdr.; Mrs. J. L. Truesdale for Cadet Capt. J. L. Truesdale,
Co Cmdr.. A Co.; Miss Carolyn May for Cadet Capt. J. M. Carter, Co. Cmdr.

B Co.; (4th line) Miss Brenda Garrett for Cadet 1st Lt. G. E. Dorman, Ex. O.,
C Co.; Miss Ann Henry Winchester for Cadet Capt. E. P. Earle, Co. Cmdr.,
D Co.; Miss Patty Steele for Cadet Capt. R. D. Hurley, Co. Cmdr., E Co.;
Miss Brenda Jaques for Cadet Capt. P. L. Stroman, Co. Cmdr., F Co.; Miss
Lynn Walters for Cadet Capt. D. A. Dombrowsky, Co. Cmdr., G. Co.; (5th
line) Miss Lana Pierce for Cadet 1st Lt. P. J. Wessinger, Ex. O., H. Co.;
Miss Myra Bullock for Cadet Capt. H. E. Sells, Co. Cmdr., I. Co.; Miss
Lynn Watson for Cadet Capt. F. C. Byrd, Co. Cmdr., K. Co.; Miss Patricia
Stone for Cadet Capt. T. H. Risher, Co. Cmdr., L. Co.; Miss Carolyn Ann
Rowland for Cadet Capt. C. W. Jenkins, Co. Cmdr., M. Co.

Contest Features Eggs And Artists
(Continued from Page 1)
than 80. The four-year-old surprised his elders and won first
prize in his division for an abstract rabbit painted in ' egg
tempera.

are the major attraction, professional works are displayed on
a non-competitive basis. The
Poultry Science Club provides
decoration appropriate to the
The contest is judged by ar- motif and includes a live distists from the Clemson School of play of colored chicks continuArchitecture and the Bob Jones ously hatching in a glass incuUniversity in Greenville.
bator.
While the amateur art objects
The exhibition, held in the
Food Industrite auditorium spotlights the Poultry Science Club
with the objective that additional students will consider a study of poultry science in preparation for a career in the poultry
industry.
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Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. - Mon
March 13 - 14 - 15 - 16
Rock Hudson
Paula Prentiss

"MAN'S
FAVORITE

SPORT"
Mon. Night — Tues.
March 16-17
Bette Davis
Karl Maiden
Peter Lawford

"DEAD RINGER1
Wed. — Thurs.
March 18 - 19
Tommy Holden

The rules are modified this
year to allow the use of feathers in addition to or instead of
eggs. This broadened scope will
allow paintings of birds or the
use of feathers in any way the
artist may choose. Anyone who
wishes to participate should
write to Dr. Barnett at Clemson
College for a copy of the rules
and an application blank.

DELICIOUS

FOOD AND DRINK
COUPLED
WITH AN

ATMOSPHERE
CONDUCIVE
TO

CONVERSATION

BOLTON'S
THE CHOICE
OF
CLEMSON
STUDENTS
AND
FACULTY

— In —

"WHAT'S UP
FRONT"

The Poultry Improvement Association wants the egg to continue as a part of Easter festivities in order that consumption might continue high or be
increased.

HIGHWAY 123
CLEMSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA

Curb Service and
Dining Room
Steaks, Chops, and Seafood
By-Pass 123

Seneca, S. C.

Elected for three year terms
as new members of the Advisory
Board were Dr. Robert W.
Moorman, head of the Hydraulics and Mechanics Dept., Dr.
0. B. Garrison, Director of the
Experimental Station, and Mr.
Oswald Lightsey, a member of
the Board of Trustees.

ATTENTION SENIORS
our

Special Offer
for

SENIORS
has pleased Clemson graduates
For YEARS

Small Down Payment
Financing To Suit You

TAKE DELIVERY NOW!
PAY LATER
MAULDIN

PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
— BANK RATE FINANCING —
■OB

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your {[/feyg//J Store
SERVING
CLEMSON
FOR
55 YEARS
For Your Convenience "The Tiger" is Available
At L. C. MARTIN DRUG STORE

J

CLASSIFIED

Owned and Operated by
Mrs. Ray Tillotson

Char - Light
Restaurant

will guide the YMCA activities
for 1964-65.
Re-elected to membership on
the YMCA Advisory Board were
Dr. Claude B. Green, Director
of Summer School; Mr. Joseph
Lindsay, head of the Dept. of
Textile Chemistry; and Mr. M.
A. Wilson, Comptroller.

And Now For A Limited Time Only

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
(Monday night deadline/l 5 word maximum)
FOR SALE: skin diving equipment &
masks, fins, tanks,
suits, regulators, etc.
New & Used — See
Bill Gunnin, 9-313
Will the person who
found my gloves at
the YMCA office
please bring them to
the TIGER office.
Lois Josey.

OVER 7,000 READ
THE TIGER
EACH WEEK
the town people
the school people
the visiting people
the subscribing people
the student people

SHOULDN'T YOU
TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS?!

HAVE 57 FORD or
Merc 4-bbl carb &
manifold to trade for
same yr. 2-bbl &
manifold. 654-4241
GLOBE CHIEF
MODEL 90 ham radio
transmitter in excellent condition — $35.
C. H. Edwards, 8D
Daniel Drive after 5
P. M.

FOUND: Men's Wedding band. Identify at
Student Affairs Office.

WANTED: a car in
running condition,
will pay up to $50.
D-329 or D-328.

TYPING SERVICE:
Theses, dissertations,
term papers. Typed
on IBM Executive

FOR SALE: 3 speed 3
motor magnetic tape
transport. Never used
$50 or best offer.
654-4241.

for sales
losts
wan teds
founds

Typewriter. Greek letters and other special
symbols available.
Call Mrs. Joyce Adkins 654-2231.

WANTED: German
Japanese swords,
daggers, decorations,
flags, helmets, etc.
Call Al, 654-2236.

FOR SALE: one roommate cheap. Known
as Ben—alias "Little
Wally"—alias "Cassius the Great"

FOR SALE: 1960 Peugeot. Seen runing around campus. Will
deliver after semester. $750 654-4241

FOR SALE: General
Electric portable
stereo record player.
Excellent condition.
See Bill in rm. 8-333.

OWNERS of electric
guitars. Want concert hall sound even
with your dinky amp?
—Buy my Tittle used
great shape reeverberation unit price?
quien sabe? or trade?
Bill D-510
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PAY YOU
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TO

LEARN

MORE ABOUT

AMERICAN NATIONAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
AND ITS

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
ANICO
has 3 General Agency Offices in South
Carolina. GENERAL AGENCY in
Greenwood, S. C. in continuous operation more than 40 years.

ANICO
has more than 7 BILLION insurance in Force and more
than 1 BILLION in Assets.

ANICO'S
authorized agents for the special UNIVERSITY PROGRAM have specia
training in addition to regular Basic Training required of all Agent's.
ANICO
has the highest rating given by recognized Insurance Rating Organizations
Check for yourself. Compare With any
others.
F

ANICO
has been in business since 1905. Has
stood the TEST OF TIME, the Trials of
War, the Hazards of Depression and
Panics. TESTED BY EXPERIENCE.
ANICO
is one of the few
large Companies
offering a Spec i a I University
Program solely
for College students who can
Qualify.
r&^

ANICO'S
Ratio of 118.5 in Assets for each $100.00 in Liabilities is one of the highest among the
MAJOR INSURANCE COMPANIES of theUnited States.
___

ANICO'S
University Program Office at Clemson,
S. C. is located at 330 College Avenue.
Bert Baucom and Rhett Sanders are our
icensed representatives.
ANICO
is one of America's great Life InInsurance Companies, ranking
among the TOP 20 out of more
than 1500 life insurance companies.

ANICO
has Service Offices in more than 350 CITIES through
the U. S., Puerto Rico, Guam, and District of Columbia
WHEN YOU NEED US WE ARE EASY TO GET IN
TOUCH WITH!

WE BELIEVE
THAT LIFE INSURANCE, purchased on an intelligent basis, is the first sound step towards a successful financial future for any young man.
THAT the selection of a Life Insurance Company is important, and that among many
fine Life Insurance Companies none is superior to AMERICAN NATIONAL.
THAT our clients are entitled to professional insurance service and that their best Interest MUST ALWAYS be foremost.
C.Cooper Sanders, Jr. C.L.U.
Greenwood, S. C.
GENERAL AGENT

